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Sample Article Critique Paper
Rishi Sunak has reportedly written to the Prime Minister about the damage that the current border rules are doing to the country's economy, particularly its tourism and hospitality sector ...
Chancellor Rishi Sunak warns Boris Johnson that Britain's draconian border restrictions are 'out of step' with international rivals and damage the economy as PM prepares to ...
FREEPIKHow can economic actors, who care about increasing shareholder value, truly engage in sustainable practices without oversimplifying it into numbers? In this article, I share results of a ...
Valuing sustainability without financializing: Evidence of best practice
But questions about that work have surfaced in recent months after the owner of Dove Medical Press, an academic publisher of peer-reviewed scientific and medical journals, retracted all six of Hinz's ...
Doctor's articles on Parkinson's retracted
Last week, an article was published on the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) website by Matteo Sabattini, who is the director of IP Policy at Ericsson.... Sabattini’s claims that IPlytics assumes ...
Drilling Down on Criticism of Top-Down Approach to Determining Essentiality
Jasmine and Alyson discussed their reactions to the article, why the article might be important to assign in a mediation class, and how faculty can approach facilitating a conversation about the ...
A Conversation About Whiteness and Mediation
The Chancellor has told Boris Johnson the UK’s border policy is ‘out of step with our international competitors’.
Rishi Sunak urges PM to relax UK travel rules to boost economy – report
Times reports that Rishi Sunak has written to the Prime Minister about the damage that the current border rules are doing to the country’s economy.
Rishi Sunak calls on Johnson to relax UK travel rules to boost economy – report
Apparently another “R” has been added to learning in one school district.
Drier: Just say no to the naysayers
It is a privilege to read Asad Haider’s critical response to my article, ‘The Theatre of Economic Categories: Rediscovering Capital in the late 1960s’ in Radical Philosophy 2.08). 1 His enthusiastic ...
Dramatic differences
As Brisbane prepares to host the 2032 Olympics, there are questions over contracts that siphon off revenue and invest almost all power in the International Olympic Committee.
Inside story: What happens when you win the Olympics?
COVID-19 is one of the worst diseases the world has ever seen. For not only has it caused much physical and psychological pain to humans but it has also wrecked the economies of nations that are ...
Take care, for anti-coronavirus fake news is all over the place!
A COVID conspiracy newspaper has been blasted for allegedly spreading “falsehoods and dangerous ideas” about the virus that has killed more than 129,000 Brits. Anti-vax, ...
Anti-vax Covid conspiracy newspaper accused of spreading ‘falsehoods’ and ‘deliberate misinformation’
Lina Khan only recently took over as chairwoman of the Federal Trade Commission, yet her appointment is already drawing criticism from some of the biggest tech firms in the country.
The new FTC chairwoman is drawing criticism from Big Tech
L ast year, LiveLaw carried our article titled 'Making CLAT Accessible To Visually Challenged Aspirants' where we reviewed previous years' CLAT exam papers and pointed out how man ...
In Praise Of The CLAT Consortium: A Visually Challenged Candidates Lens
Shark scientists are passing a critical eye over a previous report that looked to identify shark fin origins, pointing out flaws so that conservation efforts are not misguided.
Where Is There Really A Threat For Sharks? Scientists Disagree.
HRC reported that the Toronto Star was allowing its journalists who signed a partisan and one-sided anti-Israel ...
Toronto Star’s Anti-Israel Activist Journalist Pens Article Referring to Israeli “Apartheid” & “Occupation”
Alexis Karolin, a senior studying history at OU, virtually partnered with Dr. Aden, a communication studies professor at OU, to research Japanese American internment.
Student Spotlight: Alexis Karolin teams up with Professor Aden for Japanese internment research
THE government’s “knee-jerk” policy on worker exemptions from Covid-19 quarantine must be recalibrated with safety at the fore, unions demanded over the weekend. As ministers announced the expansion ...
‘Knee-jerk’ policy on Covid exemptions a dangerous mess, say unions
The Social Security Administration is facing a serious backlog in processing documents. That could be hurting a lot of seniors.
Applied for Social Security? Your Claim May Be Delayed
You've probably heard of Ethereum if you're entering the world of cryptocurrency, but what is it? Here's what you need to know.
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